In our work, we use FRET to determine distances to ϩ3 relative to transcription start) to yield an RNAPbetween donors and acceptors incorporated at specific promoter open complex, (4) enters into abortive cycles sites in transcription complexes. By collecting data of synthesis and release of short RNA products as an systematically-measuring large numbers of donor-RNAP-promoter-initial transcribing complex, and, ultiacceptor distances (tens to hundreds of donor-acceptor mately, (5) escapes the promoter and enters into prodistances)-we are able to define the relative spatial ductive RNA synthesis as an RNAP-DNA elongation orientation of components of a transcription complex complex.
in solution, and thus to define the three-dimensional High-resolution crystallographic structural informastructure of a transcription complex in solution. tion is available for three molecular species relevant
In this report, we describe work in which we have used FRET to measure large numbers of distances between for which a homology model is available (R4; Figure 1C ; (4) 
II
, we labeled subunit C termini in core ‫0ف‬ after addition of SDS to gel slices and incubation derivatives assembled in vivo (Supplemental Figure S1) .
for 10 min at 37ЊC ("random-coil" control; Experimental To incorporate probe at sites in ␤, we labeled subunitProcedures, FRET), justifying the assumption that obfragment C termini in "split-subunit" core derivatives served FRET efficiencies are dependent on the proximity (Severinov et al., 1995 (Severinov et al., , 1996 (or corresponding FRET efficiencies). The initial phase rotational orientations of R2 and R4 relative to core and downstream-duplex DNA in RP o (42 distance conof docking involved a grid search (8,000-point grid) to define coarse translations and rotations of each segstraints for R2; 28 distance constraints for R4; Figure 2 ). The positions of 70 segments are essentially similar in models from distance-constrained-DNA that best fit the FRET constraints. R2 and R4 were modeled using three-dimensional structures condocking runs employing only FRET constraints ("FRETonly model"; Supplemental Figure S3A ), employing both taining probe sites; R1.1, R3.1, and R3.2 were modeled as spheres containing probe sites. For R2 and FRET constraints and steric constraints ("FRETϩsteric model"; Supplemental Figure S3B ), or employing both R4, the model from the initial phase of docking was refined in a second, "postprocessing" phase, involving FRET constraints and steric constraints and employing a structure of core in which the "␤Ј pincer" of the crabMarkov-chain Monte Carlo simulations employing both FRET constraints and steric constraints. Figure S3C ). However, the calculated R2-core The results of systematic FRET and distance-constrained docking define both the translational and the interaction energy is significantly more favorable in the 
